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' VOLUME 11

NU~~ER 15

Wolfe To NY
Editor's Conference

LECTURES SCHEDULED

Ron Wolfe, Easterner editor,
has been selected as a scholarspip participant in the third
annual student editors' conference on international affairs,
co-sponsored by the Overseas
press club of America and the
U. S. National Student association. The conference will take
place February 10-13, 19,61, at
the o~erseas press club headquarters in New York City.
The scholarship will provide
Wolfe with-lodging at the Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel and ~eals
at the Press Club. The assoociated students of EWC will provide transportation costs for
the trip.
The conference program
repre~ents aµ attempt to combine the best features of both
technical and theoretical ses~ions through contact with
overseas press club members
and
conference
speakers. ,
Some of the top-ranking speakers
are:
Ted
Kennedy,
James D. Rockefeller, Sam
Brewster of The New York
Times, Joseph Newman of the
New York Herald Tribune,
Harold E. Lavine of News
Week, and William P. Gray,
editor of the International edi~
tion of Life.
The conference will cover
various aspects of foreign relations and International Affairs.
Some of the areas concerned
are: Cuba and Latin America,
Algeria and North Africa, USSR, Japan and the Far East,
and, the Congo and Sub-Sahara
Africa.

Given, Committees F.ormed

'

I

IR Students
Student action on political issues in many countries
has stimulated an organization
called the International Relation Student Seminar, sponsored by the National Student
Association. This body, interested in the effects of student
p~rticipation on national and
international controversial subjects, will sponsor a seven
week seminar during the summe'r.

Here, at least fifteen countries are represented by students, who learn about the ·effect of student action, in the
different countries, on political issues.
The Regional International
Relation Student Seminar, a
mere reproduction of the seven week seminar, will be presented on the weekend of February 17-19 at the University
of Washington. The participants will be selected from
the colleges of the northwest
lJy application.
The Seminar is a type of
scholastic exercise designed
to stimulate peoples' awareness of what does go on in the
world today, clear up their
view-points on these events,
and show them just what,
where and why these things
happen.
'
Student action is relatively
new in the world. Before,
young people were content to
be critical observers of the
every day problems of the continents. Now some of them are
taking action in events of social and political process. Student participation is a new and
powerful force that may die
out, or become one of the most
potent political strengths in a
nation.
If interested in learning
more about these seminars,
contact Paul Hooper, AS president, in the SUB. All applications must be in by February 2.

Public Affairs Sumn,a:ry
KOFFEE KORNER, IRC, AND CONS .

Pictured above is la1t year's general assembly meeting of the
Model Unijted Nations held at the University of California. This
year the MUN will meet at Oregon State.

Pastest Man On Campus
· By Ken McDonald
~ nostril-tn1rning odo:r taints the air, tires scream, the engine
winds to a feverish pitch, and a cloud of blttish' sioke boils out,
behind a narrow, skeleton-like fraµie as it blurs clown the asphalt
strip in a tremendous burst of acceleration.
This needle-nosed automo----------bile is a "dragster." The driver to help each other in any way
is Jim Hordemann, an .East- possible.
ern student who is majoring in
"This is not restricted to just
cars,"
he added. "Gary's sueSocial Studies and plans to
teach in Spokane.
cess can be attributed to the
Active and interested in cars experience and ' opportunities
for 13 years, Jim has been he gained through drag racdriving a Chrysler-powered ing." Jim's brother, Gary
dn1gster for the past- three Hordeman., is ,JlOW teaching
years. A drag race is a 13'20 mechanical 'engineering at
foot (equivalent to approxim- Notre Dame on a fellowship.)
·t bl k ) t t f
"Also, I would say I have
t 1 h
:c~eie~a~fin~1 Y oc s es O · met three or four hundred fine
The car piloted by Jim people I would never have
Hordemann has an estimated known if not for drag racing.
value of $7000 to $8000, ap- These people are responsible
proximately $3000 being ·spent citizens from all parts of the
on the engine. Specially made country- businessmen, city oftires for such a car cost $130 ficials, and many others. Even
per pair and are good for the drummer of The Chad Mitabout 25 runs.
chell Trio is a drag racing enOperation costs for one thusiast," he said.
days'
running
approaches
A Challenge
$100, which, along with the
A drag ·s trip is a testing
money invested in the drag- ground for new ideas, many of
ster, is paid by a number of which are picked up by Dedifferent sponsors. The princi- troit car manufacturers, such
ple sponsor this year will as improved carburation sysbe Kelly Automotive of Spo- terns.
kane.
To many people, drag racPast Records
ing is a challenge-to attain
Two years ago Jim competed the fastest possible speeds
against the world famous Cyr- nothing short of perfection
Hopper racing team and lost will suffice. Through drag raca close race (one foot differ- ing, formation of such things
ence) at Deer Park. During this as "The Inland Empire Timing
same me.et, the Cyr-Hopper Association Blood Bank" has
entry set the unoffocial worlds' been established.
record speed for the quarter
In · approved drag racing asmile run. Last year, operating sociations, "safety" has always
under the banner of "The Top been heavily stressed. Fewer
Hat Special," Jim drove to a people are killed through drag
top speed of 176 mph and the racing than are killed playing
quickest elapsed time in the football.
Northwest (8.49 seconds).
To sum things up-Drag racThe existing worlds' record ing, when properly organized,
is only a fraction of a second is a good clean sport with
lower than this. "We expect many fine benefits, and Jim
to consistantly turn above 180 . Hordernann, a splendid ambasmph in the future," stated Jim. sador of this sport, is hereby
Traveling to California this crowned "Fastest Man on CamMarch, Jim will compete in the pus."
World's Championship Drags
in view of an expected 30,000 'Greeks' Desegregate
to 50,000 people. All of the top
c·ars in the nation will be there,
Time for a change among
including the twin-engine dra_g- the "Greeks," as Colgate Unisters and the present world versity said, last week:
"All fraternities represented
record holder.
Only Sport
on our campus must remove
When asked about his per- all race clauses in their (nasonal views on drag racing, tional) constitutions by OctoJim replied: "The foremost ber, 1966."
In effect, this will _give the
reason I race is that it is the
only sport I know where one national fraternity and sororcan met a group of really nice ity groups time to effect a constitutional change - · "Time
people every Sunday.
"These people ran~e in age enough, one would think,' acfrom 15 to 60," he continued. cording to one campus spokes"They are extremely anxious man.

Officers of the associated students have released a summary of
Jpreseijt am;d prqje9ted p}q~ning in the ~rea of nation~l a,nd international affairs.
·
First is the special committee on public affairs, which is,
a special committee organized to experiment with the possibilities of programming in this area, ~n much the same manner as
Ac~ivities Vice Presid~nt manages the social program. The committee, COJilposed of representatives from the Young Republicans,
Young Democras, National Students Assoc~ation committee, and
the International Relations Club, and their advisors, review
all program proposals.
The programs deemed most
worthy and then directs one
of th,e organizations to arr;;inge FALL QUARTER
tbe event. With financial back- SPUR CHOSEN
ing from the A. S. and personHighlights of the l~st- Spur
nel from the group, the student
body will be presented with meeting included the selection
superior programs without du- of Peggy Chatburn as Spur of
plication.
fall q:qarter. This honor is
given to a Spur member who
Lecture Series
has
contributed outstanding
In the remaining portion of
service
to her (!hapter, as well
this school year, a lecture s~ries f eatur~11g foqr well known as to one who has inspired her
public figures speakipg on fell ow Snurs to better service.
Besides being extrem·ely
"'l'h~ Prqble~s of Contemporary Democracy" is planned. high in scholastic achievement,
The hope is to have one lecture Peggy is active in other groups
per week starti:pg 'the last week as well as Spurs. She is presin April. The possibilities of ently associate editor of the
Kinnikinick and serves as an
this are being investigated.
advisor to USCF. ,
IR
In addition to this Peg)zy
A weelrnnd seminar for stualso
carries the load of a pai;tdents o~ the subject of intertime
job. Her other interests
national relations is also planinclude
both snow and water
ned. This ev.ent will occur
skiing,
and
art. Peggy's plans
spring quarter and will be pubfor the near future include
licized later.
marriage this summer and
Talks
.
plans
for graduation in EleA pilot project is in the planmentary
Education .iust three
ning stages that would bring
years
after
enrollment.
together students on some eveSpurs
have
been very busy
ning simply for the purpose of
this
quarter,
planning
for their
discussing a philosophical iscoming
events.
On
February
8,
sue. It is felt that many student would accept such a
chance, should it be provided.
A number of other programs
are in operat~on. Perhaps most
interesting is a weekly course
in the Japanese language.
Taught by Kingo Shiraishi,
this meets Wednesday evenings . Occasional
discussion
groups on Japan are also held.
UN

The special committee is further responsible for the supervision of the Model United Nations delegation. Preparation
procedure, review. and final
choice of the delegation is
charged to the committee.
More on this subject follows.
KK

The final program is the
well known 10 a. m. Tuesday
Koffee Korner. While this subject has been covered well in
the past, it is significant to
note that, starting February 1,
the KK's format will change.
No longer will there be formal
presentations. All participants
will be issued fact booklets
published by the foreign policy association on some eight
major problem areas of the
world. On the bases of these,
the hour will be devoted to discussion.
These topics range from
"Berlin" to "Blue print for a
World Economy." As these
topics are entirely political, a
second group is being formed
which would, at a different
hour, discuss non-political topics in much the same manner
as the Koffee Korner.
UN at UO

As was mentioned earlier, a
delegation is being trained to
represent Eastern at the Model
United Nation- to be held in
April at the University of Ore(continued on page 8)

Peggy Chatburn

at 7 p. m., Spurs will sponsor
their Get-Acquainted Tea,
which honors all freshman
women who may be eligible for
Spur membership.
Get Acquainted

The tea will give both Spurs
and freshmen women a chance
to become better acquainted
and to learn about Spurs' objectives and qualifications.
Another big project for the
Spurs in March is their hosting
the Spur Chapters of Gonzaga
and Holy Names for a get-together, after which the three
groups will entertain at the
Veterans' hospital in Spokane.
In addition to sponsoring the
movie King Richard III, Spurs
have already been busy this
quarter ushering and giving
programs around the campus.
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By Ron Wolfe

Tomorrow is the last day to file for associated student officer
elections. If things don't start looking better, we just might have
a "yes-no" type of ballot.
*

Would the authors of out-house verses kindly return to their
usual pre-occupation and forget about proiects like SOS.
*
*
*

Three p·e rsons will be selected to attend the Regional Student
International Relations Seminar. If interested, applications are
being taken in the student center. Deadline for applying is tomorrow.
*

What happened to all those dances, mixers, bake sales, etc.,
Sponsor Corps planned last fall? Still planning girls?
*

*

•

The fall issue of the Literary Art Press is now on sale at the•
bookstore. This issue contains prose and poetry by Eastern students Lloyd Humphrey, Richard Bresgal and Tarzan Williams.
Humphrey's novel, Look To The Rising Sun is presently in the
hands of a New York agent.
.
*
*
*
Ill Will, another Jubilee comedy album has hit the market.
The comedian's identity is left unknown, "a famous club comedian turned incognito for this recording." The album contains
sketches on "Sammy Calls His Best Girl," 11Those British War
Movies," "Ike on TV," and "F rankenstien." These and other
$ketches poke fun at anything from the ministry to movie scientists. Ill Will is sure ·to be a coveted · addition to any record
library.
*

Listen Yankee is a provocative study of Castro's Cuba by C.
Wright Mills. Though emotionally tinged, (you can almost see
him crying as he is writing the book) it is, I think, enlightening,
or if not, at least a view from the other side.
To the editor:
What came first ,the chicken or the egg? Or we might
ask, what came first, Spokane
We have always enjoyed a International airport-or Willjam session. Some of the fin- iam E. Ristau?
est moments in music have
Surely Ristau noticed the
been reached during these
r andom get-togethers. Unfor- base, situated so close to his
t unately though, the last land, when he was deciding to
"jam" session at the Isle-land buy. It seems strange that a
was, in our opinion, little more person will invest a lot of mothan noise. Surely, a campus ney in a piece of larid with no
as large as ours has the talent apparent regard for the airto produce better music than port being so near.
was provided at that session.
It seems that everywher e
A guitar is a pleasant soundthere
is a base, ther e is some·
ing instrument, but six of
one
who
will complain about
them, backed up by two sets
the
noise.
There is a reason for
of drums and a piano, is almost
this
noise.
It represents daring
more than the ear can stand.
flyers
risking
their lives in
The idea of a "jam" is a good
the
defense
of
our
country. It
one and Eastern should have
represents
people
going
placmore of them, but next time
es,
doing
things.
It
represents
let's have a little more variety
progress. \
.. . and music.
The sound of jets is the
There is no such thing as sound of freedom. They are a
luck. It's a fancy name for be- valuable link in our defensive
ing always at our duty, and so chain. When the roar of a jet is
sure to be ready when the good heard overhead, . stop and
time comes.-Channing Pol- think-the sound of a hydrolock
·
gen bomb is about 10 million
times as loud.
Nicknames stick to people, ·
(Signed)
and the most ridiculous are the
most adhesive.-Halburton.
Charles E. Plumb

Musical

Notes

--or•
REPENT, ye !>inners!
~
Ye hog~ of pleasure

w~liGwing in the muck JJ
i;elt-grati4!ication1

Ftitd Zeus! ~ollownot the
cloven footr,:in~ leading to

damnation.Deny the Pev,~~
~h~gluttony,sins ott.he ti~.

--·

...

...:,_

Sounding Board ·

Weak, Cowardly ... Riot And
(An editorial taken from the
Daily Tar Heel, University of
Revolution
North Carolina)

To The Editor:
A gr eat controversy arose
last , fall concerning study tables at Louise Anderson hall.
With student body officer
History is not being made in elections
The smoke has cleared away Georgia
just around the corit is being rebut the fire is ever present. enacted. today;
Legendary historical ner I feel it is my responsibilAt first this was a fire of con- figures are
from the ity as editor to bring issues
troversy; now it is a fire of de~ dusty past torising
walk the earth concerning· student welf~re intermination.
again. We are witnessing not to the open and express my
opinions on them. I also feel
The determination is at this so much what is happening to- it is the responsibility of those
moment to prove that those day as what h~s happened for students seeking these offices
who have graduated from all time.
to make public their positions
freshmen to upper-classmen
The traditional forces have on these issues. Furthermore,
know what they are doing. It gathered for the battle; on the "I will do my best as ..." is
has been said "if only fore- edge of the action the world not an issue but an assumpsight were as good as hind- watches, horrified by the bit- tion. If you are not planning
sight." The freshmen in Louise terness of the adversaries. The on doing your best, what busiAnderson hall have had the brave and the cowardly are ness do you have running?
extremely rare privilege of be- there; and so are the hesitant,
Student Union
ing able to profit from hind- the undecided, those capable
The top priority problem, I
sight while they were still of great courage yet fearful
feel, is the student union. I
freshmen.
of employing it.
The brave students, Char- feel that expansion is definSome people have Questioned the good will behind a resi• layne Hunter and Hamilton itely needed, whether it be in
dent hall making study tables Holmes, neither of them hav- the form of increasing present
compuslory. Certainly a resi- ing reached their • twentieth facilities or in construction of
dent hall is not a fraternity or year, stand before their enem- a new building. Also, I feel it
sorority but it has the rights ies with a courage of suppres- is morally wrong that the food
to govern the residents as it sing the hatred and fear of the service area be run on a leasedeems necessary for the wel- heart, a courage that gnaws at profit basis that employs non•
fare of its members. What can the very marrow of the spirit, student help. I feel the foodbe more the concern of its leaving often only wasted service area should be a service to the students, not profit
members than good grades?
tears and futile smiles.
for
someone else's pocket. All
The judge, W. A. Bootle, is
When a freshman enters colbenefits
derived from this
lege it is the onset of his or the guardian of the law, who building should
go to the stuher future. Faced with the ex- defies his very people to up- dents, be it profits
or employhold
that
with
which
he
has
citement of the new experment,
not
to
outsiders.
Rememience many freshmen are been trusted. He suffers the ul- ber the union is our building;
tempted to overlook the fact timate burden of bearing the we paid for it and we conthat as much studying is re- hatred of his fellows because structed it.
quired as they feel they want he is committed to an intanAcademic Recognition
to do. The purpose of study gible law in which he believes.
The
weak
and
cowardly,
the
tables is to instill in freshm·e n
Another issue of vast importthe realization that consider- students and their cohorts. ance on this campus is academThey fight a battle, not as in- ic recognition. Isn't it someable study is need·ed.
dividuals,
but as many; their what out of balance to spend
The concern and foresight
shown by the leaders in Louise collective action, however, $1700 on letter jackets, etc.
Anderson hall deserves a large soon becomes that of one fren- in honor of our athletics.
vote of thanks from many zied, terror-driven individual and not a single penny in recfreshmen who might have desperately striving to shake ognition of intellectual accomthe responsibilities of man- plishments?
gone astray.
kind.
They pervert humanity
Little needs to be said as to
Public Affairs
until
its
ugly face grins not at
the effectiveness of study tabIn this era of crucial world
of the problems, a mere sp·ecial comles; the results speak clearly that of the few but
,
many.
for themselves.
mittee on public affairs is
(Signed)
·
And the hesitant. the unde- hardly enough to bring to the
cided, Governor Ernest Vandi- students, the issues that are inAlice Cheyney
ver. In him is the material for directly affecting them now in
heroism and greatness, and the their womb-like college existbarrier of fear and self-inter- ence, and th.at will directly af •
est. A good, kindly man, he is feet them in the harsh realiDear Editor :
President Kennedy's pro- bound by the ·emptying state- ties of life after college.
posed Youth Corps appears to ments of an election campaign I feel that this committee must
be a sensible program. With and by the stigma which shack- be expanded to a public affairs
the world situation as it is at les his entire state. Yet there vice-president, to act in a simpresent, this corps should be a is in him, irrevocably, the gen- ilar manner as does the acti vmove toward better foreign re- ius of courage; and there is on ities vice president in the
lations. In addition to the am- him, equally irrevocably, the scheduling of lecture series,
bassador and his retinue of burden of decision. This is the forums, speakers, panels. disassistants who very seldom, if heaviest burden of all.
cussion groups, etc.
This is the burden which
ever, are in contact with the
Judiciary
average citizen, the Youth weighs far more greatly than
What should be the power
Corps would be living and that held by Judge Bootle, or of the student .iudiciary? I feel
working with Mr. Average Cit- the Negro students, or their that it should be all-powerful
izen, thus creating and propa- white adversaries. Governor in dealing with student affairs.
gating better . understanding Vandiver is the. great histori- But in order to be all-powerful,
between peoples.
cal figure, the man caught be- we must prove that we are capIt is quite possible that per- tween warring factions. His able of handling our own afsonal contacts would make commitment is a difficult one. fairs. This can only be accommore friends for us than the
At stake in this Georgia_bat- plished by electing a compedollar which has sped about lle are all the hopes of Amer- . tent executive branch that can
so abundantly. The dollar does ica that have be·e n dashed to select r esponsibile individuals
not always make for friendly the ground since first they for the judiciary.
and strong allies - witness were expresed. The hope of
*
*
*
Laos!
peace for all, the hope of
These are some of the ma.ior
No, our present form of di• equality, the hope of cour- issues that will be facing next
plomacy could be improved age, the hope of democracy- year's student government.
upon. For the past 14 years we all of these hopes, and all of The people selected for t hese
have been using "Dollar Di- the fears which accompany positions must be capable of
plomacy" which has proved to them, are being tested in Ath- dealing with these problems in
be wanting. If a good policy ens, the quiet college town in a responsible manner. Our stufor the Youths Corps could be Georgia.
dent government must be
established, it is not entirely
By some perverted twist of strong, but it cannot be strong
unbelievable that our foreign fate this town has become the with irresponsible and incomcontacts could be greatly im- focal point of man's destiny as petent officers. In today's stuproved. In our youth we may a social being. Its success or dent world, these people canyet make the world a better failure will not change the not be elected on their social
place to live in.
face of history; it will merely popularity but on their knowl(Signe.d)
repeat or deny the historical edge, competence and ideolG. L. Cox
lesson.
ogy. Thus, it is the responsibility of you, who are running,
to make known your views and
capabilities, and the responsi... \.lave
bility of you, the voter, to ac. ..Cun.
quaint yourself with those running and decide in an intelli"'·
gent way which persons are
capable of acting as responsible student officers.
RW
~

Life is the art of dra
sufficient conclusions fro
sufficient premises.- Sa
Butler
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JUNIOR PROM
EWCE's junior class, last
Thursday, chose the theme
"Oriental Holiday/' for its annual junior prom- a semi-formal, non-corsage tradition at
Eastern.
This year's pFom will be
held March 3, from 9-12 in the
by Sharron Williams
Bali loun~e; Tom Aris, junior
class presip,ent, announced.
Popular leotards are ·again
Aris also extended thanks to
being
worn this winter. Varall
those
who submitted
themes •, in an all-campus elec- ious colors in plain and .fan~y
tion this year. The themes knits add a "little something"
each outfit. And what's
were narro!ed to three by the to
more,
they keep the legs warm.
junior class executive council,
(It's
a
good thing the guys
and were then eliminated in a
don't
wear
skirts, for it they
general m·e eting of the junior
did,
they'd
freeze to death.)
class to "Oriental Holiday,"
Also,
knee-high
socks are besubmitted by Jerry Stanley.
ing
worn
by
many
of the gals.
.A band (the "Starlighters"
•
•
•
from Gonzaga, and a Coeur
Shorter lengthed skirts are·
d'Alene group are being constill
with us. If the styles
sidered) will be selected at the
change
and the skirts become
class's next meeting. The junlonger,
gals, will there be
ior prom is open to all students
enough
hem in the, shorter
-not just members of that
skirts
to
make
lengthening posclass. .
sible?
If
not,
we had better
Take a look at the window in
hope
(and
pray)
tpat the shortthe bookstore-that's another
er
length
skirt
stays
awhile ..
example of juni01; planning
Just a little note: I heard
this ye~r. And this is still very
some
college men .commenting
tentative, but there's a possion
short
skirts. They seemingbility that the world famous
ly
oppose
the shorter length.
Pulitzer Prize-winning playWhat
they
were saying may
write, Archibald MacLeish, will
be
words
of
ad vice to the gals.
be scheduled as sp·e aker next
Be
careful,
gals, don't get
year for the class's graduation
them
too
short.
exercise.
*
:fl
,i,
Since Christmas I have seen
Forensics Meet
some very neat looking bulky
Ten students from Eastern knit sweaters being worn by
Washington College of Educa- the male population on camtion will ~nter the 26th an- pus. Men's clothes get better
nual forensics tournament at looking all the time!
the University of Puget Sound
*
*
*
Remember, college men·,
this weekend, Thursday, Friladies always go first-except
day and Saturday.
They are Vincent Aguirre, going upstairs, or in a possibly
David G. Driftmeyer, Shan dangerous place. The gentleEggers, Dennis W. Turnbull man goes ahead to help her inand Genevieve E. Ray, Norman to a boat, up a slipper incline,
·
A. Hicks, Judy A. Hunziker, or up a ladder.
The rule that a gentleIJ\an
Carl J. Peterson, Charles E.
Havens, and Bonnie L. Vieh- should go. up staii:s first, and a
lady comes down first, is a
mann.
relic of by-gone days, when
modesty demanded t hat his visLost and Found
ion remain above the hem of
Looking for something? her skirt. Nevertheless, it is
Chances are you may find it at still a rule to, be observed.
the Lost and Found center, located in the Dean's office on
t he second floor of Showalter Rad io Class
Hall.
This is also the place to turn
A code and theory practice
in items which you might find class was formed at a meeting
lying around.
Thursday, January 26, and is
Some Items
open to all interested.
Several pairs of glasses,
The class will meet every Frisome note books, gloves. mit- day at 3:00 in the Industrial
tens and scarves have accum- Arts building.
ulated which seem to have no
· Dr. Carter, the class instrucapparent owners. There is also tor. and who is a,licensed. radio
a shelf full of books -that prob- operator, said the class J.!lill
ably need to be studied.
prepare students for the r ·edSo if you can't rem·e mber eral Communications exam in
where you put "it," please t he spring.
check at the Lost and Found.
Four new wood lathes, a
metal shaper, a spindle sander
and many hand powered tools
PLACEMENT
Any seniors who have not have arrived at the IA building
started their placeme nt file s and are now in use.
should drop into the place ment ' One of the wood lathes reoffice, room 206, Showalter, moved had been in the building ever since its constn~ction,
and do so imme diate ly.
-about
40 .years ago, according
Mr. Walter Ward, chief of
to
Or
land
Killin, IA instrucfield service division, 11th civil
tor.
service district, will be on campus today for the pur pose of
talking to anyone intersted in 'Oklahoma ' ·A t GU
the federal civil service opGonzaga University will be
portunities.
presenting a major musical
There will be a general presentation, "Oklahoma," on
meeting at 9 a. m. in Martin Feb. 9, 10, 11 at the Shadle
hall aduitorium; anyone inter- Park H. S. auditorium. The
ested may attend-and/ or make show is being presented by the
an appointment at the Place- Gonzaga Music Dept. and tickment office for individual in- ets are available from 0. M.
terviews later in the day.
Fahney, Dean of Women at
Gonzaga. The musical stars
One week is left to apply Chuck Perchestay, well known
for a job as an insuranee ex- Spokane singer.
aminer. Jobs are open in Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, DAMES CLUB
,
and Washington. These jobs
Dames Club is offerinj{ a
,vary from internal revenue "Night Out" to all student
agent at $6435 a year to ac- wives this evening at 8 p. m.
count and auditor at $6435 to in Hudson Hall lounge.
$8855 a year. To apply, obtain
"Last year our Games Night
Standard Form 57 and CSC at Hudson Hall was a huge
Form 5001-ABC from any post success says Diane Smith,
office, fill out and send to Dames publicity chairman.
11th U. S. Service Region, Fed- "We wore p·e dal pushers and
eral Office Building, Seattle 4, spent a cozy evening chatting
Washington.
over games and refreshments."

THE PLAY
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by Marilyn Fletcher
" . . . you can't please all of
the people all of the time."

"The Play," has been, at
I didn't realize how widely
least partially, cast. EWC's proread
my column was until the
duction, directed by Harold
complaints
started rolling in
K. Stevens, must still remain w d d
b ·
nameless-as if you don't know
e nes ay, Fe ruary 1
last week. I've even heard that
the name by now-or Eastern
12 noon- 20th Century Film a petition to stop the "seen
will lose production rights to seires: . "War in Spain," Capri. on campus,, bit of "Chit 'n
what will most certainly be the
3 p. m.- Student Union
Chat" is being circulated.
West coast's amateur premiere Board, Capri
*
*
*
of the greatest play to be writ- · 5 p. m.-Phi Mu _Alpha, LA
What's t his "yum, yum" all
ten in our age.
small dining r oom
the way from Thousand Oaks,
Without naming the charac5:30 p. m.-Freshman Class California,
Cindy
Gibson?
ters portrayed, her e are the officers, Tahiti
.
Could it be Dennie?
*
*
•
cast· members: C. R. Williams,
6 p. m. -Bachelor Club,
Roger Prior, Stan Rizzuti, Bar- Cove
An orchid to those who
bara Hanson, Shirley Johnson,
6 p. m.- Spurs, Vashon
spent many laborious hours on
Jeanne Kanzler, Shan Eggers,
6 p. m.-IK. Capri
the Campus Chest.
"'
Steven Lynch, Ron Knittel,
7 P. m. -Blue Key, Tahiti
Charles
Puckett,
Melette
7 p. m.-IVCF, Vashon and
Many studel)_ts were seen
Jones, Carol Shuey, Linda San Juan
last Monday .:we-~ring . black
Krause, Jean McWhirter, Mari7:30 p. JTl.- French Club, Ca- mourning clothes in memory
lyn McIntyre, Pat Oman.
pri
·
of Clara. If you didn't know
All children in the play will
8 p. m.·-Dames Club, SutClara, ask John Gr uber about
be members of the sixth grad·e ton lounge
her.
. .,
at the Campus sch0ol. The
7-9 p. m. -Square Dancing,
*
*
crew and technical assign- Bali lounge
·
I understand that Donald
ments will be made through Thursday, February 2
Schiltz hasn't had his name in
the .national draamtic honorar y
10 a. m. -Vets Club, Capri
The Easterner for more than
Alph Psi Omega.
10:10 a. m.- Convocation: three years. You've made it at
Dr. John George, U of Oregon
last, Don.
*
*
*
"Focus
on
Southeast
Asia"
'
Student Recital
12 noon-MUN Film, Capri
If you have any :ideas as to
12: 10 p. m.-Psychology what I can do with -"Chit n'
By Chal".les LaBounty
Chat" please leave them fn my
The Music Department of club, Martin hall
4 p. m.-Music Division, Fac- box in t he Easterner office. ·I
Eastern presented another in
.would appr eciate constructive
its series of student recitals ulty lounge
criticism, howeveD, as I already
4 p. m.-Young Republicans,
last Thursday morning in ShoCapri
know
what a few of you would
walter auditorium. Though illlike
me
to do with it.
6
p.
m.USCF
Lecture
and
ness and injury cancelled the
Discussion
Series,
Tahiti
performances of two students,
6 p. m.-Sitzmark Ski Club,
the shortened progr am was
quite ·e njoyable and interest- Vashon
6 p. m.-Carnival Booth
ing.
Jerry ·Burroughs demon- · Cairmen, Capri
6:30 p. m .-Podium, Band
strated technical dexterity
(and noisy valves) in his tuba room M. B.
-6:30 p. m.-ASB Council,
solo, "Victorious 'is My Heart."
Cove
The number was rather short,
7 p. m.-Business Club, Cabut pleasant ... as far as tuba
pri
solos go.
7:30 p. m.-Epsilon Pi Tau
A new innovation was shown
'
in the violin duets of Luella Tahiti
ASB officer nominations
Johnson and Marvin Mutchnik. Before ·e ach of the four close
Bartok selections were played, Friday, February 3
t hey · explained.-- "! and demon- , 10 a. m.- Sociology _ Club,
- ·
strated the melodic and rhyth- Capri
12
noon-Travel
film:
"Land
mic structures intended.
This proved to be quite a 'Below the Sea," Capri
8 p. m.-Basketball, Whithelp toward the understand-.
ing of Bartoks often disson- worth, Fieldhouse
9-12 Midnight -Savagettes
ant sounds, and also provided
some valuable inf ormation for Dance, Bali lounge
several unhappy looking "lis- Satu rday, February 4
9-1 1 a. m.-Savage Gym
tening enjoyment" stu~ents in ·
Club,
Fieldhouse
t he audience.
7:30
p. m.- Swim Meet, UPS,
Janis Lamphere, a fine soFieldhouse
prano, gave perhaps the best
7:·30-12 midnight - Variaperformance of the, hour with
her two excellent solos. Both Nite, Isle-land
numbers, Si mi ciamo Mimi, by Sunday, February 5
5-7 p. m.- USCF. Capri and
Puccini, and Black Oak Tree,
a folk song, demonstrated Vashon
7 . p. m.-USCF Movie: "On
nicely the lyrical quality of
the
Water Front," Bali
her voice.
Monday, February 6
3' p. m.- IRC, San J uan
Dad's Day Carnival
3 p. m.-Geography Semi"Dad's day," jointly spon- nar, Vashon
sored for the first time by
3:30 p. m.-Faculty Council,
A WS-AMS, will give all stu- Capri
· ~
dents an opportunity to host
5: 15 p. m.-A & R Comm.,
t heir fathers at .basketball LA small dining room
games, bowling m·e ets-many
5:30 p. m.-Sponsor Corps,
other fun-filled eve nts culmi- Capri.
nating in the annual EWCE
6 p. m.- ASB Finance Com.,
carnival, February 18.
Cove
, Here are "Dad's day' 1 high6:30 p. JJl.-Savage Gym
lights:
Club, Fieldhouse
Registration,
11:30-1:00; Tuesday, February 7
1
Dad s association meeting, 1-3;
10: 10 a. m .-''My Last Lecentertainment (including bowl- ture11 series, Robert B. Smith,
ing, boxing and basketball Bali
competition), 3-4:30; steak din12 noon-USCF Commuter
Start At
ner, 4:30-5:30; and PLU-EWCE Luncheon, Capri°
basketball at 8 p. m. in the
12 noon-Commuters and
9.98
fieldhouse.
Off Campus, Bali
"Circus-Time, · 1961" is the
4 p. m.- Fin. Aids and
The -· .1 ite - collar girl
theme for this year's carnival. Awards, Faculty lounge
gets all the attention.
The AWS and AMS will share
4 p. m.-AWC Council, Cove
expenses in order that the 22
Her full-skirted dress ha~
6 p. m.-LSA, Vashon and
organizations participating in San
Juan
o waist-hugging mi,driff
the carnival will have 100%
7 p. m.-SWEA, Bali
and a lace-edged collar
free profits at the event.
7 p. m.-Rally Committee,
that's detachable. A
The carnival begins at 9:30, Cove
and advance tickets will go on
silky textured blend of
8 p. m.- Basketball, Mont.
sale during carnival week of- Sta.,
Fieldhouse
rayon-cotton-acetate in
fering all students (and their
dark shades; ·sizes 5 to
dads) chances on door prizes
and chances to patronize the
1s.
organizations' colorful circus Ed Interview
boths.

. .

Larry Liberty

and

Cindy

Gibson are co-chairmen for the
carnival, which you will be
hearing a great deal more
about
until
"Circus-Time
1961" arrives.

·The next professional education interview will be held on
February 16. Anyone wishing
to be interviewed should have
their application in by February 15.

Mos111an's
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PRESS BULLETIN S
Frosh Eyed

Columbus, Ohio. (IPS)-Ohio
State University recently approved a new admission policy
affecting freshmen who rank
academically in the lowest
one-third of their high school
classes. Principal change will
permit freshmen in the lowest
third to enter the university
in the summer, winter or
spring quarters- but not in
the autumn, When the university's enrollment is the heaviest.
Parking Space

Boston. Mass. (IPS)-Parking
area needed? Boston University has solved its problem.
Construction of a multi-level
parking -garage which will
hguse about 350 cars, is scheduled for c~mpletion in March.
College Choice

t

New Yo'rk, N . Y. (IPS)-The
creation of a new national program to help students select
·colle~es that are compatible
with their individual needs
"seems ihevi'table," Dr. Carrol
V. News6m, presideht of New
York University, stated recently. He also pointed out that inform~ti6n .provided by tests, although usefui in studying large
_groups, oftert means little in
t he measurement of an individual, and that proper parent
,understan'ding of the minds of
their children is worth much
more than te t score's.
Twig Bending

Claremont, Calif. (IPS)-A
new concept in teaching is being pioneeJ,€d. This is tne
Claremont Teaching Team Program, coneeiV'ed and implemented by the Claremont
Graduate School.
. Its pur-pose is to improve
the teaching and couns·eling
and the use of the time and
talents of teachers. Teaching
teams consist of teachers who
carry out the program under
the direction and supervision
of the graduate school education faculty. It is basically a
teaching team as an instructional unit ·within a school.
Success Rule

Madison, Wis. (iPS)-A university student's first semester grades give a better indication of his ultimate success
than either his high school
rank or his score on an examination. That's a tentative finding of a study of grades of former college students being
made by F . Chandler Young,
assistant dean of the College
of Letters and Science at the
University of Wisconsin.
Church & Campus

St. Paul, Minn. (IPS)-A new
organization known as CORE.
Commission on Religious Emphasis, has been set up to
serve the MacAlester College
community. The new organization provides for larger range
of service and broader religious programs.
Stude nts Stimulated

*

*

*

By Shan Eggers
Non-fiction Best-sellers ·
Shirir: "The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich"
Parker: "The Waste ,Makers"

"American Heritage Picture History of the Civil War"
Schlesinger: "Politics of Upheaval"
Baruch: "The Public Years"
Goldwater: "Conscience of a Conservative"
Jarvis: "Folk Medicine"
Adamson: "Born Free"
Douglas: "My Wilderness"
Golden: "Enjoy, Enjoy"
Remington: "Frederic Remington's Own West"
Kerr: "The Snake Has All the Lines"

Btu·e Key h1emhrs award the scholastic trophy to ,LA Hall for
having the l,lgl,est avera'g e grade point.
'

Fittion Best-se11ers
Michener: "Hawaii"
Drury: "Advise and Consent'
Lee: ''To Kill a Mocking Bird"
Gouge: "The Dean's Watch"
Chase: "The Lovely Ambition"
Holt: "Mistress of Mellyn"
Caldwell: ''The Listener"
Spencer·: "The Light in the Piazza"
Schwa·n-Barf: "The Last of the Just"
Wilson: "A Sense of Values"
O'Hara: "Sermons and Soda-Water"
Keyes: "The Chess Players"

The most unforgettable pieces of literature, it seems, must
attempt to answer the most unforgettable, and the most puzzling, ques1ons of man. If these questions cannot be solved,
though, what is to be gained by bringing them out, turning
them ove'r, or simply fitting them into another structure? The
value, of course, can be infinite.
Archibald MacLeish won the Pulitzer · Prize in 1959 for a
drama based upon questions such as these. "Why must the innocent suffer?" "Is there an 'eternal' justice?" "Is there meaning
in life?" That's a good start, isn't it?
The play takes form simply, significantly, as two brokendown actors who believe that they are about to act out the
Biblical book of Job, find masks of God and the Devil in the
wardrobe of a circus tent and . . . begin.

Blue Key scholastic award
went to Louise Artders6n hall
for havini the highest livin~
group g_i;ade point aver~ge for
fall qua'tter of 1960. Louise An~ersofu' gr'ad~ p6iht was 2.40.
The othei- <iorm~ ihcluC,~n-g
coihn'luters. are: ' uarry Hall~.39; Cotnm ~ters-2.36; S~n~
19rs - 2.3~J. Sutt6n -:;, 2.18,
Mortroe-2.1.,,
Huasoh-

and

2.13.

t he purposes of the Blue
Key Scholasfic Awarf# are:
, To encourage greater academic awareness and responsibility on campus.
To collectively reward the
living group which attains the
highest GPA for the quarter.
To encourage other clubs
and organizations to make
· awards-to individuals or col-

Newark. Del. (IPS)-Within
And, as J. B. seems to illustrate, even reason is not necessary
the next several months, Unifor
love-for life. The love will have been enough.
versity of Delaware faculty
and students will test the ex"It affirms the worth of life in spite of life. It affirms the
citing new theories of "Prowond~r
and the beauty of the human creature, mortal and ingrammed ·education."
Most machine programs significant and ignorant though he be: Even the mortal creature
presently available are design- .. we ourselves have seen sitting on an earth reduced t o ash-heap
ed to stimulate the student to picking in agony at the cinders of a bomb-scorched skin . . .
continued a c h i e v e m e n t Love (affirms): and for us no less than that ancient man (Job)
through successful responses, who took his life back after all that wretchedness." (J. B. 1 Foreach correct answer offering ward by the Author, reprinted from The New York Times.)
encouragement and leading
'
him at his own pace to the
J. B., not answered by his "comforting" friends, or even by
next problem. Best results the God actor, hears his wife, Sarah, cry:
have been achieved in basic
"Yes, I left you.
courses in English, mathematI thought there was a way away.
ics, foreign languages, logic
Out of this world. Out of this world.
and spelling.
Water under bridges opens
Closing and the companion stars
Writers Club
Still float there afterward. I thought the door
Opened into closing water."
The Writers Club will hold
Then J. B. asks, "Why have you come back again?"
its first me·eting of the winter
Sarah answers:
quarter at 8 p. m. Thursday,
Even the .
February 2. It will be at the
apartment of Mrs. Quinndara
Even th·e green leaf on the branch--could stop me . . .
Pierre, 506 Second Avenue
Because I love you.11
(2nd and College), Apt 3.
All members of the college
You will find, when you read or watch the poem..play "J. B.,"
community interested in any that it is inadequate to answer the questions of mankind. The
form of writing are cordially value of MacLeish's examining them lies in turning them over
·nvited to present manuscripts
and participate in the discus- and over and fitting them into new structures (God's love
sion. The usual informal at- shown through a worldy situatioM, etc.). This can be of infinite
mosphere will prevail with cof- value, and the play "J. B." is of well deserved praise-a·nd well
deserved appraisal.
fee served by the hostess.

Faculty membets of tJ}e
EWC Art Dept. will be pre-

senting ah art exhibitiei\ in
February 1. The followin~ lpeople will display their work:
Robert Hanrahan, Carl M~rrison. Nan Wiley, Opal Fl~ckenstein, and Joe Daugherty.
The show wili consist, of
about 16 pieces and will include costics, oils, mosaics,
and batiks.

City Dry -Cleaners
Tailoring and Repairs
ALTERATIONS
Laundry Service

"Four kids in a car. They're dead.
Two were yours. Your son. Your daughter.
Cops have got them in a cab.
Any minute now they1 II be here. ("J. B.11 Act I .)

" ... But the love will have bee n enough. All those impulses
of love return to the love that made them. Even memory is not
necessary for love . . . 11

Art Ex-h1bit

PROMPli. COURTEOUS SERVICE

The play "J. B.' (let's not leave out the title) is p·o etry-all
symbolism and symplicity. The character J. B. is not poetry.
Neither is he a :µiere modern day businessmah representation
of the Biblical Job. J. B. is man. Like Job, he is prosperous, has
children, a lovely wife and home, as the God and ·s atah actors
see. But J. B. is above all, humanity, seeking to understand
why there is no apparent relationship between man's sin ahd
his punishment, between man's guilt and events like Hiroshima
or -

Leaving "J. B." for a paragraph, and turning to another
modern story, Thornton Wilder's "The Bridge of San Luis Rey,"
we see the same old thing-this time it is an old priest who
searches · for t he answers to the questions I have mentioned.
If he can find why the people died when the bridge fell, man
could accept God's justice without more questioning. He compiles statistics, traces lives, and comes up with only one thing.
William Butler Yeats put it this way before he died: "Man can
embody truth but he cannot know ·it." The same, Wilder says,
of love. And this last (love) is sometimes without reason or explanation. His character , the abbess, ends the stor y of the bridge
this way:

iectivities for academic
acWevement.
. It is the ,hope of the members of Blue Key that this
award for academic achievement will serve to stil)lplate
their fellow, students i? an
awarertes~ of the schol'a~t1c res'ponsibility that must 'b~ accepted by an individual atte'nding an institution of higher
learning.

Headquarte"rs
For Valentine's Day
Cards

r

Candies
Party Supplies

Ben Franklin Store
Commuters .

Savage Burge_r
Double meat, Cheese on French Bread

60c
Try o ne, th is Noon

M-N-M Drive In
You Don't Have To

Be AMillionaire •••
''To live Like A·Million".

I

l71l/lh~~/~l\tJ-ol \WMti1,.~.,C-,,,.L:.JJ,,,~

Reddy Kilowatt serves the average home 42 differ•
ent ways at one of the lowest rates in the natio!1• With
WWP· low-cost service you can "live li~e a million,"
·for iu~t pennies a day.

WASHINGTON WATER POWER CO.

Olympia Digest
Legislators last week decided that the public (because of
unfavorable reaction) would
not pay the necessary monie.5
to increase their daily pay,
while at Olympia, from $25 to
$35 . . . the bill (SB135) was
defeated in the house, 34-59.
Other Olympia news that
effects (or will effect) students
and teachers includes:
SB 26, teachers ,contracted
in th,e state of ' Washington
would be eligible fot resident
fees for hunting and fishing
licenses.
SB 43, establishes division
of special ed. for superior students in the dept. of public instruction; authorizes sp·ecial
local ed. programs.
Logging

SB 68, establishes coutses
at the U of Wand WSU in forest m~nagetnent; a1so at UW,
forest ptoducts and logging
ehgineering.
SB 70, provides for reinstatement of former members
to the teachers' retirement
system.
SB 73', provides for licensing
of boilet operators in state institutions and public schools.
SB Hn, provides for elections to block construction of
limited access :facilities near
schools, hospitals, or through
public patks inside cities and
towns.
Pensions

SB 138 increases the teacher pension credit per year of
service from $4 to $6 per
month.
SB 14t denies use of public
buildings, state or political
subdivision maintained, for
meetings of any organization
which teaches refusal to salute
the flag . .
SB 145 limits educational institution or school district conttibutions to employee insurance plans to 50 per cent of the
premiums.
Busses Use

SB 146 authorizes use of
schciol busses to transport students to school activities after
hours providing district is reimbursed for expenses.

French Club

French club held its first
meeting of Winter quarter last
Wednesday night. Guest speakers for the evening were Mr .
and Mrs. Nati£, a charming
couple who entertained the
club with slides showing several points of interest in
France and Monaco. The Nati£s have been in the U. S. for
the past 10 years, residing
presentlY in Cheney. They are
formerly from the Cote D' Azure
in France.
After the slides were shown
the club members and guests
were served refreshments and
participated in an informal
question-answer session concetning the customs and highlights of France.
French club election results
fot the quarter are as follows:
President, Garry . Philips; vice
president, Ed Spetch; secretary
treasurer. Cathy Graves; program. chairman, Bill · Albert,
and socia' chairman, Kathy
Hanson.

USCF's 'Freedom
And Responsibility'
Brings Speakers
Dr. Prodipto Roy, of the
Dept. of Rural Sociology at
WSU, will speak on "The Paficist Position," non-violence
as a means of social change, tomorrow· evening in the second
program of the Fre·edom and
Responsibility Series.
"Cry the Beloved Country,"
Alan Paton's novel translated
into a powerful film on faith,
and racial rejection will be
shown for the married student
fellowship Saturday evening,
February 4.

Speakers

Miss Mae King answers the
question "Why I took part in
a sit-in demonstration." Miss
IRS Movie
King, one of 27 Negroes held
A new motion picture telling in a small jail cell for taking
the whys and wherefores of part in a peaceful demonstrathe U. S. Interhal Revenue tion in Marshall, Texas, tells
Service is now available how the Negro has unhappily
throtigh the Seattle district of- but patiently endured many
years of unfair discrimination
fice.
Prints of the film, entitled in a supposedly Christian and
"The Inevitable Day," are democratic natioon. She urges
available £or loan to schools. that it is not through commucivic organizations and other nist propaganda, but through
and
Christian
groups, according to District democratic
teachings that they have been
Director Neal S. Warren.
Electronic machines, which motivated to seek their rightthe IRS will install. what to do ful status in preserving this
when your tax due exceeds the country's democracy. The Nesum withheld, and other topics_ go wants equality not only at
of interest are covered, says the lunch counter, but in all
Mr. Warren.
walks of life.
Miss King will speak at the
Professional actors are employed, but the actual office Sunday evening fellowship,
operations are used to high- February 5, of USCF at 5:5 p.
light the important functions m., held on the second floor
of the IRS.
of the student union.
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Early To Rise!

Anyone interested in learning how to play bridge, please
meet with Bobbie Goerner at
11 a. m. Thursday, February 2,
Room 202 of the S. U. Building. Lessons will be inexpensive.
If there are enough students
and/ or faculty and wives interested in duplicate bridge, we
can start our own duplicate
bridge club here on campus
and play one night a week. If
you are unable to attend the
meeting, leave your name and
address up in room 202 and we
will contact you.

It will be early to school for
EWC students next September.
Beginning time of the first
classes will be moved from 8
a. m. to 7:30 a. m., Registrar
C. W. Quinley Jr said.
The change, approved by the
EWC administrative council, is
to allow the college to schedule five hour-long classes, to
end at 12:30. This will permit
Eastern's commuting students,
who hold afternoon and evening jobs, to carry a full class
load, and yet be free for employment early in the afternoon, Quinley said.

License they- mean, then
they cry libetty.-Milton

Get your best gal a box of
Whitfield Candy for Valentine's Day
Also
,, A wide selection of Hallmark Valentines
all from the
'

Owl
Pharn,·
a
cy
. . .
.(

!

•

I

Everytl;ing You Can Think of
. . . : and Lots More Besides

Cheney Dept. s·t ore
YOUR FIRST AND LAST SHOPPING CENTER

•

•

Tareyton d~}ivers..the _flavor. • •
.;:

Senate Memorial

SJM 5 memoralizes Congress
to provide federal education
aid without federal control.
Resolutions
SJR 14, 15 amends constitu-

tion to permit school districts
to vote levies for two years for
operations, and (14) four years,
·(15) six years, for capital outlays.
HJR 1 amends constitution
tQ reduce the residence requirements for presidential
elections from one year to 90
days.
HJR 8 would permit school
districts to vote excess levies
for two years.
House Memorial

HJM 1 urges Congress to enact the Thompson-Metcalf bill
for federal aid to school construction and teacher's salaries.
HJM .3 urges Congress to refund 3% of federal income collected in each state, to be expended for common school education purposes.
More Bill:s
HB 20 broadens law making
parents responsible for damages to school property by minors.
HB 51 authorizes use of
school bus for student transportation to activities designated by school boards as school
activities.
HB 62 requires school
board's decision to discharge
certified employees must be
based solely on cause specified
in notice of probable cause.
Elective ROTC

Hb 116 authorizes WSU regents to allow ROTC to be elective rather than mandatory.
HB 124 permits use of oleomargarine in public schools.
HB 127, SB 116, repeals provisions for capital punishment.
HB 153 exempts prescribed
medicines from the state sales
tax.
HB 168 designates colleges
of education as "state colleges," deleting name portion "of
education."

Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

!:~r···. .·.· :..,:,.···..·. ,. . :.··,.·.. :. :.,··=- ·, ·..~ ❖

····· :· • • • • • • • • • • --

·+~-·"" ·-~~-·--,~··=(«>-=···>:•~Xj•>:•O<•.•=•:•=•=❖=❖=•:•:iiil

1J ACTI.V ATED CHARCOAL inner filter \:)

The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved _to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filter- to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.

I ,il~~i

Tareyton delivers-and y_ou enjoy-the best taste of the best tobaccos.

l.,.:~: ~~=::•::~:::.:.~:e,:~,1o~m·- ,.,,, ',..,I

IJl/A£FILTER

Tareyton
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THE OPTIMIST
By Walt Hartman

.

Things were dismal all over this last weekend on_ the athletic
scene as varsity teams tied only one event out of six, and were
unable to capture a single victory.
To start the weekend the swimmers were trounced by UPS
60-33 on Friday, but ca~e back Saturday to salvage_ a tie, and
Eastern's only bright moment, from Western Washington college by a 47-47 count. In the meantime, Eastern's gym tea~
was smashed twice, once at the hands of UBC 98-60 and again
by the University of Washington by a 87-51 score.
The basketball team lost a pair of heartbreakers, and knocked
a big dent in their hopes for a title shot. Howev~r, if t~e Savages continue to win on their home court, they will be virtually
assured of a playoff spot. ·
. .
Personal fouls and free throw shooting were the decidmg
factors in the twin basketball losses. On Friday night, the Savages were whistled down 21 times compared to _14 personals
against Pacific Lutheran. The Lutes were collecting the oneand-one situation with 13 minutes remaining in the second half
whereas the Savages didn't ·ev~r have the advantage.
.
On Saturday night it was almost as bad, as Eastern was w~1stled down a total of 19 times compared to 9 called agamst
Western's Vikings. It is certainly a college rarety whe~ a teai:n
has only 9 personals called against them, and believe this
writer, they didn't play that clean a ball game.
.
At the present time, the Savages are in a three-way be tor
second place. Whitworth and Western are currently -leadu~g
the pack with identical 5-2 records, and Eastern shares their
position with PLU and Central Washington.
,
The Savages engage the Pirates again this weekend in a do-ordie series for both teams. Eastern could be right back in contention for the title if they could take a pair from the Whits,
but Whitworth is always tough on their home floor. Incidentally,
pre-conference favorite UPS is buried deep in the Evergreen
conference cellar with a 2-5 record.
In the last two encounters against Whitworth, the difference
in the two games was a decided weakiness in the, Sava~e defense but since then the defense -h as been Eastern s mamstay.
Last ~eekend although ·t he team was beaten twice, they outscored their dpponents from the field 90-74 in the two games.
However in the same two games, the opponents outscored the
Savages '45.21, from the free throw line.
.
If it is any compensation, 11 points are the only thmgs that are
keeping the Savages out of first p~ace. In los~es to PLU and
Whitworth five points were the difference win and the two
games, against Western, the Savages were behind by 7 points.
Eastern's only bright moment, from Western Washmgton ColGary Roberts finally dropped out of a prolonged slump that
has been plaguing him thus far this season, as he dropped 19
points through the hoops in the Western game. With Gary's added scoring punch, Eastern should be real tough next weekend, so
beware, you Pirates!

Swim Team

Saves -Prestige

pulled a big upset, but finally
had to be content with a tie
against the Vikings.
Hand, Strom, Burger, Willman and Jerry Newell once
again paced the Savages in the
meet. Hand collected a first in
the 50 yard freestyle and a
second in the 100. Strom, once
again traded positions with
Hand as he captured a first in
the 100 freestyle, and a second
in the 50. Burger captured a
second in the 440, and a second in the diving competition.
Newell placed second in both
the 200 individual medley and
the 200 butterfly. Hand, Strom,
Burger and Willman were all
members of the winning 400
yard freestyle relay team.

The splashers from EWC
saved the only string of prestige last weekend for Eastern
in the athletics as they salvaged a 47-47 from Western
Washington on Saturday after
being dumped by the powerful
UPS team on Friday by a 60-S'3
score.
Phil Oke, conference champion in the 100 and 50 yard
freestyle events, led the Loggers to victory on Friday, by
repeating in his two specialties. However. he didn't have
an easy time of it as he was
pressed all the way in both
events. Jim Strom missed his Faculty Basketball
kick on the turn in the 50, or
On February 8th, the anthe outcome may have been nual Scarlet Arrow-Faculty
different. Grayson Hand fin- basketball game will take place
i shed a close third in the thrill• in the fieldhouse. Game time is
ing touch-out finish. The same 7:30 p. m.
held true for the 100, but this
Rumor has it that the f acuitime Hand finished second ty has been recruiting and enwith Strom taking the third.
gaging in practice, preparing
Dick Burger captured the for the crucial clash.
only first place of the day for
Come one, come all, and
th e Savages as he won his spec- cheer your team on to victory.
ialty, the 220 fr eestyle. Burger Price will be 25 cents. and all
also captured a third in the proceeds will go toward the
440 freestyle to take high Scarlet Arrow scholarship,
point honors for Eastern in the given yearly to a freshman athmeet.
lete.
Lanny Willman captured a
second in the 440 freestyle and
Ther e are only two powers
a third in the diving competi- in the world, the sword and the
tion to complete the Savage pen ; and in the end the former
scoring.
is always conquered by the
On Saturday, Eastern nearly latter .- Napoleon

Quality First
Tailoring

Dry Cleaning

IM SCORES
LISTED IN LEAGUE

EWC Hoopsters Have Bad

Run Of Luck

Intramural table tennis,
which was delayed in starting
because of the ·problems with
the large IM basketball leagues, is due to begin early in
March.
A round robin tournament
will be played in the fie~dhouse for the first time, with
all equipment furnished. If
possible, the playoffs will be
held during half-time of a varsity basketball game.
..
Sutton Hall is still runmng
away with the lead in IM b3:sketball. with first place m
three of the four divisions.
Student Court is on top of
the other division.
In scoring, Sutton men also
top both leagues. Gary Smith
leads the A league with an average of 22. 7 points p·e r game,
while Jerry Morrison tops the
B league with an average of
29.0 per game.
League standing after two
weeks of play are as follows:

The EWC basketball Savages took it on the chin twice last
we·e kend as they lost to the Pacific Lutheran Gladiators in a
squeaker 60-59, and were nosed out l;>y Western Washington's
Vikings by a 59-52 count.
In the seesaw affair at Tacoma the lead changed hands a one handed howitzers from the
total of six times in the first head of the key.
The sedmd half was almost
half before Eastern was able
a
duplicate
of the firstwith the
to retire at intermission with a
score
being
tied a total of five
one point margin at 29-28. Littimes
before
PLU could pull
tle Dick Nelson, left handed
away.
Lutheran guard paced the
However, with ,iust seven
Gladiators in the first half
minutes
gone of the second
with . 13 points, mostly on long
- -·- - half, PPLU received the oneand-one free throw advantage.
This
advantage proved to be
WOMEN PLAN
the difference in the game as
Final plans are being made Norm Dahl, Lutheran forward
by the EWC Women's Physical dumped 'in seven out of eight
Education Club for their St. free throws in the last five
Joseph's Orphans Party, Feb- minutes of the game. ruary 4.
.
At the halfway point of the
The club will entertain ap- second half, Eastern held a six
proximately 15 girls from the point advantage at 40-34, but
orphanage and provide them PLU came roaring back with
with a day of activity and fun, seven straight free throws to
including
swimming, trampo- go ahead at 41-40. Eastern
A League
line
and
various
games.
trailed the rest of the way, one
Division I
The
club,
which
meets
every
time
by seven points at 60-53,
(team)
w L Thursday at 3:30, sponsors a
but
Eastern
rallied to make
Sutton A-1
3' 0
variety
of
activities
and
events
Longview 5
2 1 - not only for PE majors an9 the final difference a single
point at 60-59.
Montanans
2 1
minors, but for all p·e rsons inDahl paced the Luthera~
Hudson A-1
0 1
Park-Ins
0 2 - terested in activity and recre- scorers with 19 points, 10 coming from the foul line, and NelGarry A-1
0 2 ation.
Among the activities spon- son tallied · 17, 5 coming from
Division 11
the foul line.
Student Court
4 0 sored so far this quarter are a
Coed
Volleyball
Tournament,
Dick Hannan paced the SavIdahoans
2 1
Gymnastics
·
Demonstration,
ages
with 13 points on six field
Monroe A
2 1 Gymnastics Team and a BasHudson A-2
goals and a free throw.
0 3
Saturday night saw the EasSutton A-2
0 3 ketball Round Robin.
Schedule
tern Washington Savages being
The remaining schedule of entertained by Western WashB LEAGUE
Division I
events for the fall quarter is ington, and being amused by
(team)
W L as follows: February 4 - St. the officiating.
Sutton B-1
3 0 Joseph's Orphanage Party,
The Savages were once again
Old Crows
2 1 Saturday, 10 a. m.-4 p .. m.
involved in a seesaw first half
Hudson B-1
Feb. 9-Coed Folk and with it being culminated by a
1 1
square
dance party. Men physi- jump shot by Dave Danielson
Student Court B
1 2
cal
e
ducation
majors and min- which enabled the Savages to
Sutton B-3
1 2
Monroe B
0 2 ors are invited as guests.
retire at half-time with a 27-26
Division 11
Feb. 16- Summer Recrea- advantage.
Sutton B-2
3 0 tion Job Opportunities, FH
Gary Roberts paced the SavHudson B-2
1 0 13A.
ages in the first half as he hit
Feb. 23-Water Polo and five field goals and a free
Commuters
1 1
Sutton B-4
0 2 Splash Party. 3:45-4:45, FH throw for 11 points.
Garry B
O 2 Pool
Western jumped off to a
March 2- Professional Meet- quick 28-27 lead as the teams
The top 10 scorers in each
league after two weeks of play ing and Tea. "Slides of Europe took the floor for the second
and the Olympics," Miss Vir- half and were never -h eaded
are as follows:
ginia Assn., Holy Names Col- the rest of the way. Eastern
A League-Top 10
lege. Men physical education closed the gap at 47-46 with
Smith, Sutton A-1, 3, 68, majors will be guests.
four minutes remaining, but
22. 7; Roberts, Sutton A-1, 3, 60,
fo
ur free throws by Viking ace
20.0; Rustad, Gary A, 2, 40,
Herman
Washington carried
20.0; Stabenfeldt, Monroe A, 3, Women's Basketball
Western
out of danger and
57, 19.0; Hochsprung, Monroe
gave
them
their final seven
Tonight the tie-breaking
A, 3, 56, 18.7; Grambo, Longpoint
margin.
view, 3, 55, 18.3; Whitehead, game will be played between
Montanans, 3', 55, 18.3; Turn- the EWC women's basketball
bull, Monroe A, 2, 36, 18.0; team and the Whitworth six
Youngman, Student Court. 4, on the home court.
EWC's womens team is off
68, 17.0; Failing, Longview 5, 3,
to a flying start this year with
50, ,16.7.
wins over Holy Names ColB League Top 10
lege and Gonzaga U. for a 2-0
Morrison, Sutton B-2, 2, 58, conference record and a tie
29.0; Dotson, Hudson B-2, 2, for first place in the Pine
50, 25.0; Hilty, Sutton B-2, 2, League.
38, 19.0; Arledge, Sutton B-3,
Members of the team are:
3, 53, 17.7;
Kathy Bannon, Janice Bender,
Wagoner, Sutton B-2, 2, 35, Gay Carlberg, Jeanell Halver17.5; 0 Neal, Old Crows, 3, 52, son, Muriel Hunter, Cris Kor17.3 ; Vandenburg, Sutton B-4, das, Betty Lande, Marsha O'2, 34, 17.0; Liberty, Hudson Leary, Coralie Can Woert, BetB-1, 2, 23, 16.5; Stohs, Commut- ty Stewart, Sherry Walley,
er s, 2, :n, 15.5; Hand, Student Junanne
Watson,
Sharon
Court, 2, 31, 15.5.
Weeks and Carla Fun}{.
#
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Dorms, Food Center ALU·MNI NEWS
Eastern Washington colFinances Promi·sed legeAnalumnus
and son of a forA $1,800,000 loan to EWC
has been approved by the state
legislature. The money will go
to build two new' men's dorms
and a food service area.
Land lying behind the music
building will be purchased for
the two dorms. The location
for the food service area has
not yet been decided. Architects are still at work on plans
for the new buildings.
The Best
"Basically, we want to plan
residence halls which provide
the best possible study conditions and that will encourage
,good scholarship. The residence hall program should also
promote gr,o wth in responsible
.-citizenship through self-government · and self-discipline
and programs which will develop desirable social attitudes, skills and interests," says
Daryl Hagie, Dean of Students.
Questionnaires are being
sent to the present dorm residents asking them to list the
equipment they think would
be desirable for the new
dorms.

SENIOR GIRLS
ENGAGEMENT
CEREMONY
Newly engaged girls at Senior hall now have much more
to look forward to than the usual shower dunking they used
to receive.
All of the girls in the dorm
are invited to attend the formal announcement. The ring is
placed on a lighted candle and
passed around to background
music and dimmed lights while
€ach girl is given a chance to
look at and admire the ring.
Blow Out

After the candle has been
passed to each girl, either a
friend of the engaged girl or
the engage·e herself claims the
ring and blows out the candle.
Until this time the engagement has been kept a secret.
The friend then makes the
formal announcement and the
ceremony is brought to a conclusion with everyone singing
songs.

2.25 Required Soon
For Graduation
Two important changes, effective next September, have
been announced by the division of education. The first concerns freshmen entering EWC.
A grade point of 2.25 will have
to be maintained in their major field to qualify for graduation.
Dr. George J. Kabat, EWC
dean of instruction, said students already enrolled have to
maintain only a 2.0 avera1:1;e to
graduate. Dr: Roland B. Lewis,
EWC education division head,
said that students must have at
least a 2.0 grade point average
in general education, to be ' admitted to student teaching, and
that the required English courses, and not less th~n one-half
of the total hours m general
education requirements, must
be completed.
A student also must have
completed at least two-thirds
of his major field of study,
with a 2.25 grade point average, before beginning student
teaching.
The changes will assure not
only that students are better
prepared for student teaching,
Dr. Lewis said, but that the
students will actually become
better teachers.
A BRUSH UP ON ETIQUETTE

For the college men: Remember, ladies always go first,
except going upstairs or in a
possibly dangerous place. The
man goes ahead to help her into a boat, up a slippery incline,
or up a ladder. The rule that
a man should go up stairs first
and a lady come down first is
a rule of by-gone days when
modesty demanded that his vision remain above the hem of
her skirt.

mer president of the institution now holds an important
position with the state government.
He's Donald C. Sampson,
whose father ran the college
from 1908 until 1911. Sampson
attended Eastern (then Cheney Normal) from 1927 until
1930, and was graduated from
the University of Washington.
Help for EWC
Dr. Don S. Patterson, Wayne
Hall, Ken Kennedy, , faculty
legislative chairman and liason man in Olympia, and Fred
Johns, comptroller, report
that during their last trip to
Olympia they spoke to Sampson who said, "I would be happy to help Eastern in its legislative . requests wherever I
can."
Mr. Sampson is the executive secretary of the state legislative research council, a job
he has held since 1953'. He got
his experience during World
War II, when he helped organize and staff many of the federal agency offices in Seattle.
Later he helped found the
institute of government at the
University of Washington, and
started the bureau of government research and services.

ROTC Re<eives
Superior Ratings
EWC's reserve officers· training corps has received a superior rating in all four categories, by a Sixth Army command and inspection maintenance team.
Col. Erwin G. Nilsson. commanding the EWC ROTC unit,
said the team, headed by Chief
Warrant Officer C. P. Navarre,
rated the detachment in engineer, signal, quartermaster
and ordnance equipment.
The college ROTC detachment consists of more than 600
cadets, commanded by five
commissioned and five noncommissioned officers.

REVIEW ON
JUVENILES
Lyle B. Newport, supervisor
of state juvenile parole services in the Cheney area, will be
among the 36 experts on youth
and delinquency to help present the fifth annual statewide review of juvenile rehabilitation procedures February
1-3 in Seattle's Olympic hotel.
Newport will be among five
panelists scheduled to discuss
and present papers on the subject of standards for discharging a child from juvenile parole. He will ·e xplore such matters as the goals of parole and
determining its success.
The state now has an average of 800 delinquents in custody and an equal number on
parole with a steady increase
in number and no let-up in
sight.
This meeting doesn't propose a cure to delinquency
problems, but is just a chance
to update thinking on rehabilitation practices.

USCF Schedule
United Student I Christian'
Foundation has three programs of interest in campus activities. Sunday evening fellowship meets on the second
floor of the student union at
5 p. m. for a 50 cent meal followed at 5:45 p. m. with a program and discussion, concluding with a short worship service.
Thursday evening Speaker
and Discussion Series is currently holding varied discussions on Freedom and Responsibility, meeting at 6 p. m. on
the second floor of the student
union.
Topics relative to the Christian faith are discussed at the
commuter noon luncheon program. This group meets on
Tuesday noon (12-1 p. m.) in
the student union Capri room
(208). Bring your lunch with
you; coffee is furnished.
Married Student Fellowship
meets bi-weekly for a potluck
supper at 6: 15 p. m., followed
by a program at 7:15 p. m. The
group usually meets informally in one of the homes of the
members.
·

INFO OFFERED ON
RO RIFLE TEAM
EWC's ROTC rifle team is a
member of the Inland Empire
Rifle League. This league is
composed of seven teams from
WSU, UI, Gonzaga, and EWC.
Little known is the fact that
Eastern had teams of national
rankings only a few years ago.
Twice we were the sixth Army
champions, and as a result the
ROTC department started the
EWC Invitational Match Shoot.
This was the first of our league
and teams have come from as
far away as Nevada to participate.
The next match is the Idaho Army ROTC Invitational
Match on February 11. The
week after. the team will travel to Missoula for the NRA
Intercollegiate Match at Montana State University.
The team is coached by Capt.
Alex Stewart and SFC Gale
Stoffer of the ROTC department. Team members are:
Dave Meredith, Fred Wong,
Gary Conner, Roger Bean, Bill
Scamahorn, Dennis Higgins.
and Jerry Hanley.
Any person interested in the
team should contact any of the
above persons.

Summer Jobs
If you would like to make
some money over the summer
months and gain some valuable experience working with
young people, there is an excellent opportunity waiting for
you.
Dea'n Daryl Hagie now has a
bulletin board of job opportunities posted in his office. Most
of these jobs are for camp
councilors. The pay and conditions vary according to your
experience and ability.
These openings are from all
over the United States and
thus also provide excellent opportunities for travel. If you
are interested in using your
summer vacation to the best
advantage, don't fail to see
these notices.
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IBM Maybe
Installation of International
Business Machinces, designed
to aid colleges, will take place
at Montana State college. EWC
visitors to the installation include C. W. Quinley, Jr., registrar; Leland Grease, accountant; and T. T. Wall, supervisor
of property and procurement,
on Feb. 8, 9, and 10.
In the near future, EWCE
hopes to convert to IBM. and a
demonstration at MSC has
been arranged. Mr. Quinley explained, "Montana State College has about the same facilities that Eastern has. For this
reason, we have asked to see
their machine in action."
He outlined the advantages
of IBM by saying, "It will
speed up the registration procedure and enable statistics to
be published earlier. Students
should save time when registering because much of the
registration will be completed
by the machine prior to the
time that the student registers.
"We will still remain in personal contact with the student
during counseling," he added.
"This. is a very important factor."
Not only the registrar's office will employ the IBM machine, if it is acquired. The accounting office, the faculty,
the guidance center, and probably other offices would use it.
also. To make an IBM installation at Eastern a profitable investment, it would have to be
employed by several departments and offices.
"If the state appropriates
sufficient money, we should
get it," Mr. Quinley stated.
"Entire installation takes a bout
10 months, so if money is appropriated, . IBM should be
ready for use at Eastern in the
fall of 1962.
"There is a great amount of
planning that must be done
and training necesary for operation," he . concluded. "But
IBM is speedy, accurate, and
efficient."
The registrar and comptroller from CWCE will also visit
Montana State College. They
also hope to convert to IBM in
the near future.
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Federal Aid Needed
for Education
Federal financial aid is critically needed to help the colleges and universities of the
nation, according to the American Association of Land Grant
Colleges and State Universities.
·
They recently asked Congress to provide direct financial aid to the states for institutional buildings, under a
plan requiring matching funds
from the states: at the same
time, they also asked for a direct academic facilities loan
program, for those unable or
unwilling to join in the grants
program.
They also called for a continuation of the present college housing loan program,
and asked that it be made long
range.
Other items asked for, by
the AALGCSU, included:
Opposition to establishment
of new federal degree-granting
institutions; opposition to national policy to encourage re•
search centers, apart from universities, and opposition to
proposals of direct tax deductions, for tuition and fees paid,
to parents and self-supporting
students.
And, the association asked
that more information, as to
possible benefits, be secured
and studied, before the federal scholarship program is established; called for increased
support of graduate students;
for placing fedeFal research
grants on a basis that assures
continuity to staffs working in
the federal interest; to expand
the scienti~ic research programs for the federal government; and renewal of the top
limit of $250,000 to any one
institution participating in the
student loan program.
Story-telling is subject to
two unavoidable defects: frequent repetition and being
soon exhausted; so that whoever values this gift in himself, has need of a good memory, and ought frequently to
shift his company .-Swift

620 or 127 Film

24c per roll
Lowest Price We've Seen

Cheney Drug
Warren H. Westerman
"Next to the Free Press"

Ne·w Releases Are Arriving
Every Day In Our Record Shop··
Come in .•. browse through our huge displays of current
releases and specialties. Our special stereo reproduction
equipment will give you, a true preview of the records you
select. You will also find a complete selection of needles,

THERE IS
NO FINER
IAMOND RING

Smith Je\Velers
CHENEY. WASH.

racks and other equipment that you will need for the full
enjoyment of your record collection.
Come in soon. RECORD SHOP, Fourth Floor
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Spotli~ht: World
By Edd Stollery, News Editor
Around the world in 80
Marine killed in amphibious landing off Camp Pendleton,
California; carrying vehicle sank. WSU gets OK to use nuclear
reactor from AEC-reactor GE built.
Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip attended parties marking
freedom of India. FBI identifies Homburg Hat Gang as linked
to bank robbery at Tukwila branch of Seattle-First National;
loot totaled $1,51; two arrested, one killed in San Bruno, Calif.,
one still at large.
El Salvador's aint-reds in governmental junto, takes control;
nab some leftists.
Censors Legal
Censorship of films legal, rules federal supreme court, before
showi~1g to general public; disputed by Eric Johnson, president,
MPA.
Belgium quiet after strikes; everyone back to work, trying to
make up for the losses brought on by striking. Losses total
millions, affect every worker and every citizen of country.
Hdme
Two fliers freed by USSR, home (by now); no facts released
about their capture, subsequent release, disposition of other
crewmen (four) - outside of dead members - unknown.
Dr. Tom Dooley (died, CA) received posthumously the order
of the million elephants and white parasol. Dooley had been
honorary member of the WP since October 1959.
Purges rampant in USSR, Red China, as food losses are blamed
on party card holders; some estimate Communism set back
"six months."
Boat (Portuguese cruise liner "Santa Maria") at sea-held
by anti-govnt. Portuguese. Passengers still with it-"Safe, although food is rationed."
And that's -30- for now.

Russian Syllabi
Are Translated
Ann Arbor, Michigan-Translations of the Syllabi of three
courses required of every Soviet college-level student were
released here recently by the
University of Michigan. Believed to be the first time these
materials have been available
to scholars in the West, the
book is entitled "Administratipn of Teaching in Social
Sciences in the U. S. S. R.; Syllabi for Three Required Courses."
In r eleasing the translations,
President
Harlan
Hatcher
called them " highly significant
documents for anyone inter•
ested in education. These
courses provide a startling contrast to our own educational
methods. There are no theoretical conflicts, only truth and
falsity; no objective analysis of
an opposing system, only criticism, and bibliographies list
only Soviet authors favorable
to the current Party line."
President Hatcher points
out, for example, that the required reading list for the
course in Political Economy,"
a two-year program of 300
hours, included only six authors- Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, Khrushchev, and Mao Tset ung. "A comparable course in
an American university would
jnclude from at least 20 to s·o
different authors," he said.
The translations cover courses in "HistoFy of the Communist Party," "Political Economy," and "Historical and Dialectical Materialism."
The three courses together
represent 664 hours of instruction or about five years of
study- 8 to 10 per cent of the
normal college program. "By
Soviet standards, these courses undoubtedly would be considered desirable, effective,
and good education." Dr. Hat•
cher said. "By ours," they are
the very anthesis of scholarship. For intellectual freedom
- the right to pursue contrary
and even unpopular viewsstill remains the heart and
mind of the body which is the
American system of higher education,' he concluded.

Overseas Families
Adopted Thru CARE
Wichita, Kansas (UPS) The
Inter-Fraternity Council and
Panhellenic Council of the Un·
i versity of Wichita have voted
to support nine overseas families for one year, through the
CARE programs.

Public Affairs
(continued from page 1)
gon. A total of 17 persons will
be selected by February 15,
with preference being given to
freshmen and sophomores. As
Eastern will represent Poland.
an exciting time seems in
store. Any interested student

is urged to fill out the form
below. An extensive knowldge
of this field is not required,
for the purpose of the event is
entirely educational. Interest is
the primary aualification.
A final concern that should
be mentioned is the chance for
Eastern students to attend the
Washington State Legislature.
The
Citizenship
Clearing
House in cooperation with the
Associated Students are sponsoring limited number (20)
scholarships for the trip, which
will take place February 26-28,
1961. The purpose is for stu•
dents to be able to view the
legislative and executive branches as well as lobbyists, jour•
nalists etc. As housing, transportation and most of the
meals will be provided, stud•
dents are urged to apply with
the printed form.

APPLICATION
Public Affairs Program
1. Name ........................................ Class ..............................................
2. Major Field ............................ Cumulative GPA ....................... ~

3. Campus Activities ...........:...... Curricular GPA ..........................
4. Residence

Campus ....................... ............. Phone
Permanent ................................ Phone
5. Check one or both
Legislative Seminar Feb. 26·28 (Sun.-Tue.) 1961 Olympia.
Model United Nations April 12·16 (Wed-Sun.) 1961 Eugene.
,Submit to: Dr 1 H. K. Hossom F. B. No. 26
Show~lter Hall by Feb. 15, 1961

Hopefully this review will
aid you in realizing just what
is happening, within this area.
on the campus, and will assist
you to participate. Surely
many worthy and interestinJ;!
programs exist- yet they are
of no value if you fail to utilj ze them.

IRC
The International Relations
Club will host an informal discussion wHh tomorrow's Convocation speaker, Dr. Gange,
at 11 a. m. in the Capri Room.
All are invited.
Dr. Gange has had an interesting academic career. He
started teaching at Eastern in
the late 30's and moved from
here to the University of Vir•
ginia, where he was responsible for the international program. At the present he is directing the Ocean studies program at the University of Oregon.
Students are urged to attend
one of the better cons of the
year.

Cheney Newsstand

•

Late Evening Snacks
•

I

School Supplies
•

Film Developing -

Fastest In Cheney

From Comics to Classics
Tobacco -

Toiletries

Discounts

Disco~nts
for

Students and Faculty
I

at

Joe's Phillip ''66''

ltS whatS ug front that counts
IFILTER-BLENDlgives you the real flavor you want in
a cigarette. Rich golden tobaccos specially selected and
specially processed for filter smoking-that's Filter-Blend.

